
The funds are managed around risk targets – each one looks to target 
a percentage of the volatility of the MSCI AC World index

The Invesco Summit Growth Range 
A range of five risk-profiled funds-of-funds

This document is for Professional Clients only and is not for consumer use.  
Please do not redistribute.

Managed around five increasing risk targets, the Summit Growth range helps to 
easily match any client’s appetite for risk to a suitable investment for their needs. 
The funds are actively managed and invest across a variety of asset classes, 
regions and investment approaches using Invesco’s in-house active, factor-based 
and passive investment strategies. In doing so, our aim is to build portfolios with truly 
diverse sources of returns that deliver the right investment outcome for your clients.
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A truly diversified range of 
investment capabilities
Summit benefits from unhindered 
access to a compelling in-house 
investment universe.

Equities  

 

– US equities
– European equities
– UK equities
– Japan equities
– Asia ex Japan equities
– Emerging Market equities

Fixed Income 

 

– Government Bonds
– Investment Grade Credit
– High Yield Bonds
– Emerging Market Bonds
– Bank Loans
– Absolute Return Bonds
– Cash

Alternatives 

 

– Real Estate
– Global Macro
– Absolute Return

For illustrative purposes only.
1 Risk targets are relative to the MSCI AC World index. There is no guarantee that these risk targets will be met.

Risk ratings 



Investment risks 

The value of investments and any income 
will fluctuate (this may partly be the result 
of exchange rate fluctuations) and investors 
may not get back the full amount invested.

The Invesco Summit Growth Range has 
the ability to use derivatives for investment 
purposes, which may result in the funds 
being leveraged and can result in large 
fluctuation in the value of the funds. 

The funds may be exposed to counterparty 
risk should an entity with which the funds 
do business become insolvent resulting in 
financial loss.

The securities that the funds invest in 
may not always make interest and other 
payments nor is the solvency of the issuers 
guaranteed. Market conditions, such 
as a decrease in market liquidity for the 
securities in which the funds invest, may 
mean that the funds may not be able to sell 
those securities at their true value. These 
risks increase where the funds invests in 
high yield or lower credit quality bonds.

The funds invest in emerging and developing 
markets, where there is potential for a 
decrease in market liquidity, which may 
mean that it is not easy to buy or sell 
securities. There may also be difficulties 
in dealing and settlement, and custody 
problems could arise. 

Important information

This document is for Professional Clients 
only and is not for consumer use. All data 
in this document as at 31 December 2019 
unless otherwise stated. Where individuals 
or the business have expressed opinions, 
they are based on current market conditions, 
they may differ from those of other 
investment professionals and are subject 
to change without notice. 

For the most up to date information on our 
funds, please refer to the relevant fund 
and share class-specific Key Information 
Documents, the Supplementary Information 
Document, the Annual or Interim Reports
and the Prospectus, which are available 
using the contact details shown. 

Invesco Fund Managers Limited
Perpetual Park, Perpetual Park Drive, 
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1HH, UK
Authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority
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Fees

Share class:  Y Acc 0.40%
Z Acc 0.45%

No trail Acc 0.70%

Entry charge: n/a

Exit charge: n/a

Ongoing charges: 
A fee will be taken from the funds over 
each year. This is a fixed fee but excludes 
the portfolio transaction costs.

Platform availability 
Summit is already available on platforms, 
including:
– Aegon ARC 
– Alliance Trust Savings 
– Aviva Wrap 
– Cofunds
– Elevate
– Fidelity FundsNetwork 
– Hargreaves Lansdown 
– Nucleus
– Standard Life Wrap 
– Transact

Investment expertise 
The Summit Growth range is managed by our Henley-based Multi 
Asset investment team, in conjunction with our Houston-based 
Investment Solutions team. 

Adviser toolkit

Reporting tool
Produce 
customised online 
client reports in 
just three ‘clicks’ 
with the Summit 
reporter 

To your inbox
Receive a quarterly 
data report,  
fund manager 
commentaries and 
a due diligence 
document 

Educational
resources  
Receive regular 
online insights on 
industry issues and 
market dynamics

For your clients
A dedicated 
brochure and web 
page to help them 
understand their 
investments

For more information on the Invesco Summit Growth range, please visit:
www.invesco.co.uk/summit




